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Grab the next cab to Taxi Driver, Director of the Month Martin Scorsese’s
exploration of alienation and toxic masculinity.

Based on a screenplay by Paul Schrader (Raging Bull), the movie follows Travis Bickle
(Robert De Niro), a Vietnam veteran and loner who takes an overnight cab driving
job to deal with his insomnia. Over a short period of time he comes in contact with a
local politician running for o�ce, a beautiful woman working for his campaign, and a
young girl who is forced into prostitution. These interactions and Travis’ growing
paranoia build toward a startling conclusion of urban violence.

Featuring a sonorous score by Bernard Hermann and strong supporting
performances by Jodie Foster, Harvey Keitel, and Albert Brooks, Taxi Driver remains a
classic of contemporary cinema with themes that remain urgently relevant.

“Robert De Niro, as Travis Bickle, is as good as Brando at suggesting emotions even
while veiling them from us (and in many of his close-ups, Scorsese uses almost
subliminal slow motion to draw out his revelations).” — Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun-
Times

“Scorsese’s direction always keeps us uncomfortably close to Travis’ subjectivity,
whether we’re prowling night time Manhattan or gazing into a glass of Alka-Seltzer
until the whole world disappears into the healing hiss.” — John Bleasdale, CineVue

“No other �lm has ever dramatized urban indi�erence so powerfully; at �rst, here,
it’s horrifyingly funny, and then just horrifying.” — Pauline Kael, The New Yorker

Taxi Driver.
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